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Source 1 (left): Benjamin Thomas, Mary Perry, and John Menaul, 1880 [before]. “Benjamin Thomas (Wat-ye-eh), Mary Perry (Ki-ot-se), and John Menaul (Kowsh-te-ah), at their arrival and in native dress, Pueblo Indians from Laguna, New Mexico.” <http://carlisleindian.dickinson.edu/images/benjamin-thomas-mary-perry-and-john-menaul-1880>.

Source 2 (right): Benjamin Thomas, Mary Perry, and John Menaul, c. 1883 [after]. “Benjamin Thomas (Wat-ye-eh), Mary Perry (Ki-ot-se), and John Menaul (Kowsh-te-ah), Pueblo Indians from Laguna, New Mexico, in their school uniforms.” <http://carlisleindian.dickinson.edu/images/benjamin-thomas-mary-perry-and-john-menaul-c1883-after>.


Source 2 (right): Frank Cushing, Taylor Ealy, Mary Ealy, and Jennie Hammaker [version 1], c. 1880. “Studio portrait of Frank Cushing (standing at left), Taylor Ealy (standing at right), Mary Ealy (seated in swing at left), and Jennie Hammaker (seated at right), all wearing school uniforms.” <http://carlisleindian.dickinson.edu/images/frank-cushing-taylor-ealy-mary-ealy-and-jennie-hammaker-version-1-c1880>.